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February released
What: ABS retail trade figures for February
released
What: RAIA Newcastle division lunch
Where: MJ Finnegan’s Irish Pub, corner
Darby and King streets, Newcastle
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What: PCA Queensland CRE luncheon:
North Bank
Where: Vino’s Restaurant, Eagle St Pier,
12.30pm
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What: PCA NSW division lunch
Where: Grand Ballroom, Westin Hotel
Sydney, No. 1 Martin Place, 12.30pm
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unacceptable to the Reserve during 2006 and
forcing a significant tightening. But if it’s to be
avoided, the Reserve is doing the right thing.
So, what does this mean for property markets?
Firstly, we’re not going to see a collapse in the
economy this year. We can live with these higher
interest rates. Interest rates are still low.
And the emergence of capacity constraints will
be felt in the property industry, too, as the supply
of space dries up, leading to rising rents and new
construction. Meanwhile, we’ll see a phase of
investment in new warehousing technologies,
increasing the demand for and development of
industrial property.
Business investment will boost property demand in the commercial and industrial sectors.
Meanwhile retail sales growth should be sustained, albeit at a lower rate than the extraordinary
levels of the last few years — around 7 per cent per
annum real compared to my rule of thumb 2.5 per
cent. We’re not worried about losing our jobs and
we’re not really tightening our belts yet.
The strength of retail margins will flow through
to retail rents over coming years. Retail property is
OK. On the other hand, residential property is not
going to recover quickly.
This is the time when business-related property
will be strong.
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What: PCA Hunter lunch
Where: Harbourview Function Centre,
Seaview Room, Queens Wharf, 12.30pm
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increasing import penetration and several years
of extremely strong import growth. And import
growth will stay strong since most of our business
equipment is imported.
� Meanwhile, exports have been constrained by
the same factors. Strong demand for and prices of
minerals and metals has been constrained by
capacity. Investment started two years ago but
those projects are only now starting to come on
stream. The problem is compounded by capacity
constraints in transport, materials handling, port
and shipping infrastructure necessary to get
product to its final destination. Exports, still weak,
will rise substantially through the course of this
year and next.
� Add to that the rundown in stocks in the second
half of last year, which should be reversed this
year.
The upshot is that there’s a significant negative
external contribution and a major gap between
expenditure and production.
The blowout in the current account deficit,
usually conveniently ignored, is a symptom of this
and a serious long-term problem for Australia,
albeit a sleeper at the moment.
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growth in both output and profitability over the
next few years.
This switch in corporate logic has already
begun. It was evident in the latest CAPEX and
national accounts data. Interestingly, small business started before large business. But we’re now
seeing the beginning of a surge in investment that
will last several years and, fortuitously, it’s all
happening at a time that the high (actually,
overvalued) Australian dollar has made that
capital expenditure cheap.
The problem is that it will take time for new
capacity to come on stream. We should feel the
benefits of labour-saving investment first. But I
digress.
If demand is so strong, how come production is
so weak? There are several answers:
� Capacity constraints are limiting our ability to
produce to meet demand.
� The overvalued dollar is not only affecting our
competitiveness in manufactured exports, but
more importantly is affecting our competitiveness
against imports.
� The combination of strong demand, capacity
constraints and an overvalued dollar has seen
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constraints in transport,
materials handling, port
and shipping
infrastructure are
limiting export growth
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profitability (through cost cutting, but little new
investment). But now we have to pay the piper.
What we’re seeing now are the consequences of
the short-term focus on profits, of inadequate
investment both in the private and public sectors
and of inadequate planning.
Capacity constraints, infrastructure bottlenecks, and the blowout in imports and the current
account deficit are the result of a corporate logic
driven by investors, analysts, boards and management to improve efficiency and maximise this
year’s profit and share price. Sound familiar?
As a result, business Australia is tight as a drum.
We’re lean and mean and efficient. We’ve
extracted almost all of the profitability increases
available from reducing costs. We can’t increase
production without increasing labour and we’re
running into capacity constraints.
Productivity growth has fallen to virtually zero.
And we haven’t invested enough to allow for
growth. Meanwhile, demand is strong.
Moreover, all this is happening at a time when
we’re running into skilled-labour shortages.
Now that bottlenecks and capacity constraints
are becoming apparent, companies are making a
seachange in logic, switching from cost containment to investment for growth, both by increasing
the productivity of labour and by expanding
capacity.
That’s the only way for them to underwrite
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What: ABS housing finance figures for
February released

Primespace
Warranty insurers ill-equipped for f lood ofCalendar
claims
Why
did
they
go
and
raise
rates?
T
N
44

What: PCA Qld downtown luncheon, SEQ
infrastructure plan
Where: Great Hall 4, Brisbane Convention
and Exhibition Centre, 12.30pm
THE

Frank Gelber is chief economist at BIS Shrapnel
fgelber@bis.com.au
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Kim Lovegrove is managing partner of Lovegrove Solicitors
Where: Tusculum, 3 Manning Street, Potts
and vice president of the Building Certifiers Association
Point, Sydney
lovegrovesolicitors@bigpond.com
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